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Abstract t 

Markovfitt 1.6 implements the EM-algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation 
off  hidden Markov model parameters. It can also be used to estimate or compute 
parameterss for standard Markov models with data from multiple subjects. It also 
computess confidence intervals for (hidden) Markov model parameters using either 
likelihoodd profiling or bootstrapping. In addition separate routines are available for 
generatingg data according to a specified (hidden) Markov model and for explorative 
searchh for models. The hidden Markov model is suitable for modeling sequences of 
categoricall  responses or single categorical timeseries. Both the number of categories 
andd the length of the sequences are unlimited in principle. 
Keywords:: hidden Markov model; Markov model; EM algorithm; maximum likeli -
hoodd estimation; confidence intervals; likelihood profiles; bootstrapping; data gener-
ation;; error computation; fitmeasures; categorical data; categorical timeseries. 

B.ll  The hidden Markov model 

Hiddenn Markov models (HMM ) are mainly used in the area of speech recognition 
(c.f.. Schmidbauer et al., 1993; Chien and Wang, 1997; Rabiner, 1989), but have also 
foundd their way into psychological modeling, for example in coding of recall data 
(Durbinn et al., 2000). Other applications are in physiology (Becker et al., 1994) and 
inn computat ional genetics (Krogh, 1998). 

HMM ss are stochastic finite state machines but they come in many different 
guisess and have many different designations: latent Markov models, (analytically 
tractable)) Boltzmann machines, (analytically tractable) belief networks and (ana-
lyticall yy tractable) state space models to name but a few. 

A nn HMM consists of a Markov transit ion process, the hidden part of the model, 
andd a observation process. The hidden process is a, not necessarily stationary, 
Markovv process over a finite number of states. The observation process is a function 
thatt determines the observation given the hidden (or latent) state of the process. 

mailto:ingmar@dds.nl
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Formallyy an HMM consists of the following elements (notation from Rabiner, 
1989): : 

1.. a set of states St. i — 1 . . .. , N 

2.. a set V of observation symbols V*. k = 1 M 

3.. a matrix A of transition probabilities a  ̂ for moving from state Si to state Sj 

4.. a matrix B of observation probabilities bj(k) of observing symbol Vjt while being 
inn state Sj 

5.. a vector IT of initial state probabilities TTJ corresponding to the probability of 
startingg in state St al t — 1 

Thee equations describing the dynamics of the model are as follows: 

St+iSt+i = ASt + Ct+i 

OOtt+i+i  = BSt + St+u 

wheree St is the hidden (Markov) process and Ot is the observed process; Ct+i  a nd 
£t+ii  are zero mean martingale increment processes (c.f. Elliott et al., 1995, p. 20 
forr further details). 

Ann HMM becomes a normal Markov model when the response process is known 
andd fixed. Some authors add the requirement that the observation process is a 
deterministicc function. In terms of the above described model, this means that the 
observationn matrix B is known and fixed and in fact is the identity matrix. Often, 
inn ordinary Markov modeling the initial state distribution is also known and fixed. 

B.B. 1.1 Markov models versus hidden Markov models 

Inn the literature on Markov models the terminology is somewhat different from 
thatt in the hidden Markov literature. In particular, the observation function (or 
observationn matrix) in hidden Markov models is referred to as the response function 
inn Markov models. The state space for which the (hidden) Markov process is 
definedd is sometimes referred to as the knowledge state space in literature on Markov 
models.. The response function maps the (knowledge) state space onto a response 
statee space, i.e. the possible responses. In a large part of the literature on Markov 
modelss the response state space consists of two states: a correct and an incorrect 
response.. This limitation to two possible responses, however, is not a principled 
limitation;; in general, any finite number of categorical responses is allowed. In the 
remainderr of this manual the transition function is referred to as the t r a n s i t i on 
matr ixx and the response function is referred to as the observat ion matr ix. 

B.22 Running Markovfit 1.6 

Inn order to fit (hidden) Markov models on a dataset, two things are needed: a 
datafilee and a command or syntax file. Markovfit does not have a graphical user 
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interface.. Al l configurations and data specifications have to be fed to the program 
inn syntax file that from here on wil l be called the command f i l e . In the following 
sectionss the requirements for both the data fil e and the command file are described. 

B.2.1B.2.1 Data f He format 

Thee d a ta f i l e should contain the da ta and, importantly, nothing else. Da ta that 
cann be fitted with Markov f i t are single categorical timeseries or mult iple sequences 
off  categorical responses. For both these types of da ta it is required that the possible 
responsee categories are numbered from 1 through M where M is the number of 
possiblee response categories. Note in part icular that 0 and 1 response categories for 
incorrect/correctt responses are not recognized by the program so these have to be 
recodedd to 1 and 2 respectively. Al l response categories have to occur in the data. 
Inn particular, it is not possible to have response categories 1, 2 and 4 but not 3. In 
thiss case response category 4 should be recoded to response category 3. 

Inn the case of a single timeseries the responses have to be writ ten in the da ta file 
inn order of recording them, separated by white space. Whi te space can be either 
spaces,, tabs, newlines or returns. The specific type of white space does not mat ter. 
Inn the case of multiple sequences of responses, for example sequences generated 
byy different subjects, the responses should be listed in order separated by white 
space.. For the program it is not necessary to separate the different sequences of 
responsess by returns or other types of white space. For example, the d a ta f i l e of 
aa single timeseries of 1000 responses with 4 categories may look exactly the same as 
thee d a ta f i l e of 10 sequences of 100 responses with the same number of response 
categories.. However, for purposes of readability it is of course advisable to have a 
clearr separation between different sequences of responses. 

Notee that, al though all response categories have to occur in the data, it is not 
necessaryy that, when fitting multiples sequences, each sequence should contain each 
responsee category. 

B.2.2B.2.2 Command f He format 

Whenn running the program it requests the name of the command f i l e . After typing 
thiss name and hi t t ing return, the command f i l e is read, checked and executed. 
Thee command f i l e has four main sections: the type of analysis the program has to 
perform,, a description of the data, a description of the model and a specification 
off  the desired outputs. Al l the commands can appear in any order in the command 
f i l ee although it is advisable to stick to the above mentioned order to prevent errors 
andd to simplify finding them if any occur. The command f i l e is ended with the 
commandd end. I t tells the program to stop reading the command f i l e . Al l the 
filess that are read by the program have to be in the same directory/folder as the 
programm itself. 

Comments Comments 

Afterr the end-line any amount or form of commentary is allowed; it wil l be ignored. 
I tt is allowed to write commentary anywhere in the command f i l e . However, care 
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shouldd be taken that a comment line does not start with any of the commands 
thatt are used by the program. To prevent this, it is recommended that comment 
liness start with , the usual C++ keyword for end-of-line-comments but anything is 
allowedd as long as it does not start with the name of a command used in Markovfit. 

CommandCommand line format 

Eachh (non-comment) line of the command f i l e has the following format: <command 
name>> followed by the <command value>. The <command name> and the <command 
valuee > should be separated by one or more spaces or tabs but they should be on 
thee same line. There are a few exceptions to this, notably the strings-command 
andd the pa-command that are described below. 

TheThe job-command 

Theree are three types of analyses possible with Markovfit. The type of analysis 
requiredd is specified with the command name job followed by one of the following 
threee command values: f i t t i n g , explore or generate. Here's a description for 
eachh job: 

f i t t i n gg This routine fits an HMM with a fixed number of (hidden) states to a given 
dataa set. Optional outputs include a number of measures of fitness and confidence 
intervalss for the parameters. Optional starting values for the optimization can 
bee specified along with a number of parameters that control optimization. 

exp loree This routine fits a series of HMMs with a increasing number of hidden 
statess to a given data set. This should be used when no a priori structure of the 
modell  is available or desired. The output of this routine is a list of the fitted 
modelss and a number of measures of fitness for each of them in order to facilitate 
modell  selection. 

batchh This routine does the same thing as the explore routine for a number of 
differentt datasets. 

genera tee This routine generates a data set of specified dimensions according to a 
givenn model. 

Inn the following three sections the required and optional commands for each of 
thesee jobs wil l be listed along with an example command f i l e . 

B.2.3B.2.3 Standard run: fitting 

Too fit an HMM the command f i l e should have the line: job f i t t i n g . Apart from 
thatt it has to contain data description commands and model description commands 
and,, optionally, output specifications. 
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Tablee B.l: Data description commands 
Command d 

da ta f i le e 

ca tegor ies s 

datapo in ts s 

s t r i ngs s 

Status s 

obligatory y 

obligatory y 

optional l 

optional l 

Possiblee values 

<filename> > 

positivee integer 

positivee integer 

positivee integer 

Description/use e 

specifiess the file that con-
tainss the data 
thee number of response 
categoriess in the data 
numberr of datapoints of a 
singlee timeseries 
numberr of separate se-
quences/strings s 

DataData description commands 

Dependingg on the type of data there are the following data description commands. 
Eitherr one of the datapo in ts or the s t r i ngs is required to describe the data. 

Iff  a number of individual sequences is to be fitted the str ings-command is used. 
Afterr the command line that has s t r i ngs <number of s t r ings> the lengths of 
eachh of the strings or sequences have to be listed, separated by white space. 

ModelModel description commands 

Thesee commands define the model to be fitted. 

Tablee B.2: Model description commands 
Command d 
s t a t es s 

modelf i le e 

pa a 

Status s 
obligatory y 

optional l 

optional l 

Possiblee values 
positivee integer 

HMMM parame-
ters s 

seee details below 

Description/use e 
thee number of (hidden) 
statess of the HMM 
startingg values for opti-
mizationn can be provided 
here,, see details below 
withh this command values 
forr parameters that should 
bee fixed or constrained to 
bee equal to another para-
meterr can be provided 

StartingStarting values: modelfile The file that contains the starting values should list 
thee number of states, the number of observation categories (both positive integers) 
andd then the three model matrices, t r a n s i t i on matrix, observat ion matr ix 
andd i n i t i a l s t a te d i s t r i b u t i on vector, in this order. See section B.l for the 
definitionn of these parameters. 
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FixingFixing parameters: pa When parameters have to be fixed on certain values this 
cann be done with the pa. Also parameters that should be estimated equal can 
bee set using this command. After the pa-command, on the next lines, the three 
modell  matrices should be listed with zeroes for the parameters that should be fixed 
andd with non-zero integer values for the parameters that are to be estimated free. 
Iff  parameters need to be estimated equal they should be given the same positive 
integerr value in this listing of parameters. For more on the order of the parameters, 
seee the section about that. When parameter should be fixed, the value of that 
parameterr that is read from the modelfi le is the value at which it wil l be fixed. 
Thee other values in the model f i le are used as starting values. 

OutputOutput specifications 

Thee output of the f i t t ing-rout ine is written to a file called <dataf i le>.out, in 
f i t t i n g .. Outputs are appended to this file if it already exists. Outputs that are 
alwayss given are the following (in that order in the output file): 

1.. Starting values of the model (parameters in the same order as described above 
forr the modelf i le). 

2.. Number of datapoints or number of strings and their lengths. 

3.. Fitted model (parameters in the same order as described for the modelf i le). 

4.. Number of iterations until convergence. 

5.. Loglikelihood of the data given the model. 

6.. Number of parameters of the model. 

7.. Number of free parameters: number of parameters minus the number of con-
straintss imposed. This is the number of degrees of freedom in likelihood ratio 
X2-tests.. It is also used for computing the AIC and BIC measures of fitness. 

8.. AIC 

9.. BIC 

10.. Adjusted free parameters: same as the number of free parameters minus the 
numberr of parameters that is estimated at zero (in general for large models many 
parameterss arc estimated zero and hence the adjusted number of parameters may 
bee quite different from the number of free parameters). 

11.. Adjusted AIC, same as AIC but using adjusted free parameters instead of the 
freee parameters. 

12.. Adjusted BIC, same as BIC but using adjusted free parameters instead of the 
freee parameters. 

13.. Lempel-Ziv entropy of the data. 
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14.. Lempel-Ziv entropy of the model (based on ten resampled datasets of the same 
dimensionss as used for fitting the model) (not yet). 

Al ll  the following output specification commands are optional. These outputs, 
iff  requested, appear in the order specified here, except for the most likely state 
sequencee which is written to a separate file. 

Tablee B.3: Output specification commands 
Command d 
p ro f i l e e 

boots s 

samples s 

e r ro rs s 

v i t e r bi i 

mod d 

Possiblee values 
0/1 1 

0/1 1 

positivee integer 

0/1 1 

0/1 1 

0/1 1 

Default t 
0 0 

0 0 

100 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

Descriptionn use 
11 for profile likelihood con-
fidencefidence intervals (this is 
nott implemented) 
11 for bootstrapped confi-
dencee intervals 
thiss is the number of 
bootstrapp samples used 
too compute bootstrapped 
confidencee intervals 
11 for computing \2 predic-
tionn error measures 
11 for computing the most 
likelyy state sequence 
putt a 1 for loglikelihood 
ratioo modification indices 

LikelihoodLikelihood profiles profile Likelihood profile based confidence intervals are not 
implementedd in this version. 

Bootstrapping:Bootstrapping: boots When the boots-command is given value 1 confidence in-
tervalss will be bootstrapped. Outputs that are then produced are the following: the 
valuee of the parameter, the mean of the fitted values of that particular parameter, 
thee standard error, i.e. the standard deviation of the distribution from the bootstrap 
samples,, the confidence interval, i.e. 1.96 x stderr and the t-ratio of the parameter. 
Thee t-ratio is an indication if the parameter value is significant. The t-ratio given 
heree is the parameter value divided by its standard error. As a rule of thumb 
itt should be more then 2 for a parameter value to be significant. Also see the 
paragraphh on modification indices. All the bootstrap samples are written to a fil e 
calledd bootstrapsamples. 

Bootstrapping:Bootstrapping: samples When bootstrapped confidence intervals are requested 
withh the boots-command, it is possible to set the number of bootstrap samples 
usingg the samples-command. Usually one hundred bootstrap samples gives results 
thatt are precise enough for practical purposes but more samples can be requested. 
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PredictionPrediction errors: errors By setting the errors-command to 1 prediction errors 
wil ll  be listed in the output file. These prediction errors are \ 2 differences between 
observedd and predicted frequencies of single observation symbols, pairs of observa-
tionn symbols, triples et cetera. Prediction errors can only be computed for ergodic 
modelss or models without absorbing states. This is checked by the program and 
errorr computation is skipped if this is the case. 

MostMost likely state sequence: viterbi For timeseries it is often useful to know the 
mostt likely state sequence, that is, the fitted sequence of hidden states that optimizes 
thee loglikelihood. It can be requested by putting v i t e r bi 1 in the command f i l e . 
I tt can also be used for multiple sequences. The result is written to a file called 
<da ta f i l e> . v i t. . 

ModificationModification indices: mod When the mod is set to 1, modification indices are 
computedd for the parameters. The modification index is the loglikelihood ratio of 
thee fitted model and the constrained model that is construed by setting a parameter 
too zero. The loglikelihood ratio that is reported is: 

R=-2xR=-2x (Lc-Lf), 

wheree Lc is the loglikelihood for the constrained (with a specific parameter set 
too zero), and Lf is the fitted model. Equality constraints are incorporated in 
computingg R, that is, when two parameters are constrained to be equal, they will 
bothh be set to zero for computing their modification index. 

Modificationn indices are not in general available for all parameters. First, they 
aree not computed for fixed parameters. Second, setting some parameter to zero 
mightt lead to an inadmissible model, i.e the data can not be described anymore 
withh the data. Third, sometimes setting a parameter to zero leads to a model 
thatt is either not identified or not ergodic anymore, although the model may be 
ann admissible model. In theory this would lead to a loglikelihood of minus infinity. 
Whenn this is the case this is reported in the output file and the loglikelihood ratio 
iss reported as nan (not-a-number). 

OrderOrder of parameters 

Inn two output routines the parameters are numbered consecutively in a special 
order.. These are the bootstrap and modification indices routines. The parameters 
aree numbered as follows: first the transition matrix parameters, for example, 1 
throughh 4 in case of two-state model. After that the observation matrix parameters 
aree numbered and then the initial state distribution. For a two-state, three-category 
model,, parameter number 9 is thus the probability of observing a symbol of category 
22 in (hidden) state 2. 

SampleSample command file 

Thiss is a sample command f i l e using most of the commands described above. Note 
thatt the line numbers are not part of the actual command f i l e . 
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11 title testing Markovfit 1.6 
22 job fitting 
3 3 
44 //data description 
55 datafile testmodel.dat 
66 strings 10 
77 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
88 categories 3 
9 9 
100 //model description 
111 states 2 
122 modelfile testmodel 
13 3 
144 pa 
155 1 2 
166 3 4 
17 7 
188 5 0 6 
199 7 8 5 
20 0 
211 0 
222 0 
23 3 
244 //requested outputs 
255 boots 1 
266 errors 0 
277 end 
288 any comments are allowed here 

Here'ss a description of each line and what it results in: 

1.. This line is ignored since titl e is not a keyword used in Markovfit 1.6 

2.. This line specifies the job to be performed, in this case simply fitting a model. 

3.. Empty lines have no effect whatsoever but they do make the command f i l e more 
readable. . 

4.. This is a comment line for purposes of clarity. 

5.. Name of the file that the data has to be read from. 

6.. This line indicates that the data consists of 10 separate strings of observations. 

7.. This line lists the lengths of each of these 10 separate strings, in this case they 
alll  have the same length but this is not necessary. 

8.. This line gives the number of categories in the data, alternatively called the 
numberr of observation symbols. 
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9.. Empty lines have no effect whatsoever but they do make the command f i l e more 
readable. . 

10.. Comment line (not starting with a command or keyword. 

11.. The number of states in the model. 

12.. The name of the file with the starting values of the model. 

13.. Empty line .. . 

14.. The pa-command indicates that some parameters of the model should be esti-
matedd to be equal and/or fixed 

15.. This line and the next are the transition parameters, they are all estimated free. 

16.. They have no equality constraints imposed on them. 

17.. Empty line .. . 

18.. This line and the next tell Markovfit that parameters &n and 623 should be 
estimatedd equal. 

19.. Parameter number 6, 612 should be fixed. 

20.. Empty line .. . 

21.. This line and the next indicate that the initial state probabilities have no equality 
constraintss imposed on them. 

22.. . .. and both are fixed. 

23.. Empty line .. . 

24.. Comment line . .. 

25.. The boots-command indicates that bootstrapped confidence intervals are re-
questedd (with the default number of samples since samples is not in the command 
file). . 

26.. The errors-command indicates that no prediction errors are requested. Since 
thiss is the default this line is actually superfluous. 

27.. The end tells Markovfit to stop reading the command file here. 

28.. After the end-command the command f i l e is not read anymore so any comments 
aree allowed. 
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B.2.4B.2.4 Explorative fitting of models: explore 

Inn order to exploratively fit HMMs the command f i l e should have: job explore. 
Apartt from that it has to contain data description commands and model description 
commandss and, optionally, output specifications. The explore-routine wil l fit a 
seriess of HMMs according to specifications given in the command file. Usually 
thiss means fitting a series of models with an increasing number of hidden states. 
Forr each number of hidden states this can be done a number of times, which is 
recommendablee since not always the same models are found given different starting 
values.. See section B.2.4 below on starting values. 

DataData description commands 

Dataa description is the same as it is when using the normal f i t t ing-rout ine. Refer 
too section B.2.3 for a complete description of the required commands. 

ModelModel description commands 

Thesee commands define the models to be fitted. When exploratively fitting HMMs 
itt is required to specify the range of model to be fitted. 

Tablee B.4: Model description commands in explore 
Command d 
s ta tbeg in n 
s ta tend d 
f i t sPerS ta te e 

Status s 
optional l 
obligatory y 
optional l 

Possiblee values 
positivee integer 
positivee integer 
positivee integer 

Description/use e 
seee details below 
seee details below 
seee details below 

NumberNumber of states: statbegin and statend With the statbegin the number of 
hiddenn states to begin exploring is specified. It is an optional command. When 
it'ss left out of the command-file, exploring is started with an HMM with one hidden 
state.. Exploring stops with s ta tend number of hidden states. For each number of 
hiddenn states, f i t sPerS ta te number of models are fitted, with the exception of the 
singlee hidden state model, since the single hidden state model is uniquely identified. 
I tt is in fact the model where the entries of the observat ion matr ix correspond to 
thee proportion of each observed category. Although it is a trivial model, it is good 
too have it as a reference model in model selection. 

StartingStarting values In explorative fitting of models, starting values can not be provided 
byy the user. For each model to be fitted ten sets of random starting values are 
generated.. Each of these sets of starting values are iterated through the EM-
algorithmm i t e r S t a rt times; see section B.2.7 below for a complete description of 
thiss command. 

FixingFixing parameters Fixing parameters is not possible in routine explore for obvious 
reasons. . 
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OutputOutput specifications 

Outputt options in the explore-routine are the same as in the f i t t ing-rout ine; 
theyy are, however, written to different file called <dataf i le>.models. Outputs are 
appendedd to this file if it already exists. Before each model's outputs the numer of 
thee fitted model is given. That is, models that are fitted are numbered consecutively 
startingg with the models with the least number of states. Outputs that are always 
givenn are the same ones as in the f i t t ing-routine, see section B.2.3. 

Al ll  the following output specification commands are optional. These outputs, 
iff  requested, appear in the order specified here. The only difference with outputs 
inn the f i t t ing-rout ine is that the most likely state sequence can not be requested. 
Al ll  others can be but it should be noted that all of them, except the modification 
indices,, are computationally demanding. When fitting a long series of models it is 
recommendablee to not specify any of these outputs to save on computation time. 
Forr detailed descriptions of what all these commands amount, refer to the respective 
paragraphss in section B.2.3. 

Tablee B.5: Output specification commands 
Command d 
p r o f i l e e 

boots s 

samples s 

e r r o rs s 

mod d 

Possiblee values 
0/1 1 

0/1 1 

positivee integer 

0/1 1 

0/1 1 

Default t 
0 0 

0 0 

100 0 

0 0 

0 0 

Descriptionn use 
11 for profile likelihood con-
fidencefidence intervals (this is 
nott implemented) 
11 for bootstrapped confi-
dencee intervals 
thiss is the number of 
bootstrapp samples used 
too compute bootstrapped 
confidencee intervals 
11 for computing \ predic-
tionn error measures 
putt a 1 for loglikelihood 
ratioo modification indices 

Apartt from the models file, another output file is created in the explore-
routinee which has all the information needed for model selection. This file is called 
<dataff  i l e> .f i t s. Outputs are appended to this file if it already exists. The has 
filefile  contains one row for each fitted model. Each row has the following information: 

expp nr The number of the model which is the same as in the output file that 
containss the fitted models. 

i tt The number of iterations needed until convergence. 

statess The number of (hidden) states of the model. 

poll The loglikelihood of the data given the model. 

A I CC Akaike's Information Criterion. 
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A-AICC Adjusted AIC, see section B.2.3. 

BICC Bayesian Information Criterion. 

A-BICC Adjusted BIC, see section B.2.3. 

parss The number of parameters of the model. 

freee The number of free parameters of the model, see section B.2.3. 

A- freee The number of adjusted free parameters of the model, see section B.2.3. 

B.2.5B.2.5 Explorative fitting of models: batch 

Thiss routine does essentially the same as the explore routine. However, it does it 
forr a number of datasets. As a consequence the command file is essentially identical 
thee command file for the explore routine. There are two differences. First, the 
dataff  i l e should specify a file which contains the names of the files that have 
thee datasets to be analysed. Second, there should be an extra command named 
inputff  i l es which specifies the number of datasets to be processed. From there 
on,, the rest is the same as for the explore routine. Each dataset that is analysed 
getss its own output files. Note that this only works for datasets that are identical, 
thatt is, they should have the same number of datapoints and the same number of 
categories. . 

B.2.6B.2.6 Generating data: generate 

Generatingg data according to a given HMM can be done with the command line 
jobb generate. After this command line the command f i l e should have the data 
descriptionn commands that are again identical to those in the f i t t i n g and explore 
routines.. See section B.2.3 for a full description of all the optional and required 
commands.. After the data description commands the model according to which 
thee data should be generated is to be specified using the s t a t es and model f i le 
commands.. The generated dataset is written to a file called <modelf i le> .data. 
Notee that this file is overwritten if it already exists. 

B.2.7B.2.7 Other commands 

Theree are some other commands that relate to optimizing models which can be 
usedd with either the f i t t i n g or explore routines. They are the following: 

iterMaxx The maximum number of iterations used in optimizing models. It has a 
defaultt value of 999. 

i t e r S t a rtt The minimal number of iterations used in optimizing models. It has a 
defaultt value of 6. i t e r S t a rt iterations are done before the loglikelihood criterion 
iss tested. This number of iterations is also used in selection of random starting 
valuess in the explore routine. In the explore routine ten sets of random starting 
valuess are generated. Each of the resulting models are iterated i t e r S t a rt times 
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andd then the best of these models is selected, that is. the model with the highest 
loglikelihood. . 

kmeanss If this command is specified and given a value of one. K-means estimation 
off  the model wil l be done at the start of optimization. This can speed up 
optimizationn considerably but in some cases also results in suboptimal solutions. 
Seee Rabiner (1989) for a description of the algorithm. At the end of optimization 
anotherr K-means estimate of the model is generated and written to the output 
file. . 

op tCr i te r ionn With this command the optimization criterion can be specified. Its 
defaultt value is 1.0 10- 9. 

se tze roo By default at every step of the EM-algorithm parameters are checked for 
sigfnicance.. If they are found to be non-significant parameters they are set to 
zeroo and optimization continues from there. The reason for doing this is that it 
speedss up optimization considerably. Although some checks are performed to see 
iff  setting the parameter to zero leads to an impossible or otherwise inadmissable 
model,, these checks are not 100% foolproof. As a result it is possible that setting 
aa parameter to zero leads to a loglikelihood that is not a number (nan on the 
consolee output). Setting the setzero to 0 in the command file takes care that 
optimizationn is done without setting parameters to zero. This can result in 
parameterr estimates that are very close to zero but nevertheless do not reach zero 
beforee optimization is over. Also this can lead to slow optimization and hence it 
mayy be necessary to increase the maximum number of allowed iterations. 

verbosee If this command is specified and given a value of one, screen outputs will 
bee provided during optimization and exploration. 


